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hdl:	

At the beginning ...	

... of your study	

... all comes to an end?	

Don‘t loose your data ...	

NASA lost tapes 	

of first 	

moon-landing 	

... archive the data	

minimum period  
of 10 years 
 
open access 
Data sharing – why?	

Nature: 	

Vol 461, 10 September 2009	

doi:10.1038/461145a	

Data sharing – why?	

Data archive - Journal	

Data archive - Journal	

100 pages in a pdf file 
converted from Excel sheet 
before 
 
 
How to get the data back into 
Excel? 
 
Ask the author? 
 e-mail addresse up-to-date? 
 
Transfer the pdf to Excel?  
 Loss of time for each scientist 
 and incorrect transfer 
 
 
Data archive - Journal	

Data bases/archives - NOAA	

Data base/archive - NOAA	

searchable in www? 	
	

Data base	

Oceanography	
 Snow & Ice	

Biogeography	
 Ocean Drilling - Geology	

Data repository	

unsearchable in www	

Data citation with doi	

doi:10.1016/S0098-3004(02)00039-0 
Digital Object Identifier - DOI	

Is a character string used to uniquely identify an electronic 
document or object.  
 
The DOI of a document is permanent, whereas its location and 
other metadata may change 
 
Is resolved by a doi-resolver: http://dx.doi.org/ 
Example:	

http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.737668	

doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.737668	

Digital Object Identifier - DOI	

Pangaea is an open access data library for earth system 
research. Data are stored georeferenced in space and time in a 
relational database and a tape archive.	

	

The data content is accessible on the internet via a search 
engine, a data warehouse and web services.	

	

The system is open to any scientist or project to archive and 
publish data.	

What is PANGAEA® ?	

Both institutions have committed to long-term operate PANGAEA 
PANGAEA hosts	

Both institutions have committed to long-term operate PANGAEA	

Data model	

Data  
Project	

Event	

Campaign	

Author	

Reference	

Staff/Institute	

Parameter	

Method/Device	

Unit	

Meta-Data 
Data model	

numerical	
 text	
 object	

what?	

Parameter [unit]	

when?	

Date/Time or geol. Age	

how?	

Method	

where?	

Latitude/Longitude	

Air	

Ice	

Water	

Sediment	

who?	

Investigator/Reference	

Data in PANGAEA	

PANGAEA linked with Elsevier	

Data in PANGAEA	

easy download and	

usage in various 	

applications	

Data in PANGAEA	

What kind of data can I found  - 	

what kind of data can be published/archived 	

in PANGAEA	

Data variety	

Major Projects	

v    Sediment cores	

v    Seismic profile	

v    Faunal distribution	

v    Geological map	

Geoscientific Research 
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Examples	

v    Images	

v    Distributed samples	

v    Hydrographic profiles	

v    Times Series	

Environmental Research	
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Examples	

Time Series	

Ozone profiles	

Examples	

Surface water temperature	

Southern elephant seal at surface 	

Surface water nutrients	

Search engine 	

	
works like Google	

www.pangaea.de	

Data access	

Data access	

Data access	

Web service  	

	
exchange with portals 	

Data access	

search for Chlorophyll a 
Data Warehouse	

search for Chlorophyll a	

Data Warehouse	

Globigerina bulloides	
 Distribution map (ODV)	

Pan2Applic 
Data Warehouse - Compilation	


Data provided by author/	

principle investigator	

	

During manuscript 	

preparation or submission	

	

data can be 	

password protected 	

until paper is 	

published 
 
Submit Data	

Your benefit:	

	

v citeable data, can be cross-referenced with journal articles	

	

v data in portals and catalogues	

v open access to data	

v data in several widely accepted machine-readable formats	

v persistent identifier (DOI)	

v quality check of metadata	

	
	

We are looking forward to archive Your data.	

	

Thank You	

www.pangaea.de	

